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Dear Colleagues:

In a break from tradition, the President’s message in this issue of the Rhode Island Bar Journal comes from both of us. Our reason is that, through an extraordinarily successful partnership between the Bar Association and the Bar Foundation, we now have a brand new Rhode Island Law Center!

Our new, stand-alone, signature building furthers our shared goal of making your lives better by combining the best member and public services with the best value. By moving from our current location in Providence, to our new, 10,000 square foot building on a 1.3-acre site in Cranston, we have significantly lowered our long-term financial liabilities and secured many excellent features directly benefiting you. These include, but are not limited to:

- Operational cost savings stabilizing expenditures, reducing pressure on Association dues, and allowing enhanced long-term planning
- Well-designed interior spaces with advanced technology facilitating improved member use and networking
- Expanded exterior space providing immediately adjacent parking and greater meeting and event flexibility
- Handy highway proximity outside the congested city allowing simplified and convenient access with reduced traffic-related issues

Beyond this, the new Rhode Island Law Center, at 41 Sharpe Drive, is located in a vibrant professional business park with the Rhode Island Certified Public Accountants Association headquarters across the street and Swarovski America’s administrative offices and WJAR Channel 10’s broadcast studios nearby. The new building also offers modern facilities, better handicapped access, and close proximity to the Kent County Courthouse, State Offices, Garden City, Chapel Hill and the Warwick-area malls.

We anticipate our move to the new Law Center will take place this Spring, and we will provide you with regular updates regarding our progress and timing. We are grateful to all the Bar member volunteers who made this move a reality, and we will be sharing the details of their wonderfully generous contributions in the near future.
Rhode Island Bar Association
Annual Meeting June 18th and 19th

The Rhode Island Bar Association Annual Meeting is on Thursday, June 18th and Friday, June 19th, 2015 at the Rhode Island Convention Center. Featuring over 40 Continuing Legal Education seminars, great keynote and workshop speakers, Bar Awards, many practice-related product and service exhibitors, and the chance to get together with your colleagues socially, the Bar’s Annual Meeting, traditionally drawing over 1,500 attorneys and judges, is an event you’ll want to attend and enjoy!

Are you looking for answers to practice-related questions?
Try the Bar’s dynamic List Serve.

From nuances of the Rhode Island Courts e-filing system to requests for local and out-of-state referrals, List Serve members provide their colleagues with timely answers. List Serve topics encompass a wide range of practice areas including consultants, traffic violations, medical marijuana, landlord/tenant, divorce, pro hac vice, immigration and more!

Free and available for all actively practicing Rhode Island attorney members, the Bar’s List Serve gives you immediate, 24/7, open-door access to the knowledge and experience of hundreds of Rhode Island lawyers.

If you have a question about matters relating to your practice of law, you post the question on the List Serve and it is emailed to all list serve members. Any attorney who wishes to provide advice or guidance will quickly respond.

To access to this free member benefit go to the Bar’s website: www.ribar.com, click on the MEMBERS ONLY link, login using your Bar identification number and password, click on the List Serve link, read the terms and conditions, and email the contact at the bottom of the rules.

RHODE ISLAND BAR JOURNAL
Editorial Statement
The Rhode Island Bar Journal is the Rhode Island Bar Association’s official magazine for Rhode Island attorneys, judges and others interested in Rhode Island law. The Bar Journal is a paid, subscription magazine published bi-monthly, six times annually and sent to, among others, all practicing attorneys and sitting judges, in Rhode Island. This constitutes an audience of over 6,000 individuals. Covering issues of relevance and providing updates on events, programs and meetings, the Rhode Island Bar Journal is a magazine that is read on arrival and, most often, kept for future reference. The Bar Journal publishes scholarly discourses, commentary on the law and Bar activities, and articles on the administration of justice. While the Journal is a serious magazine, our articles are not dull or somber. We strive to publish a topical, thought-provoking magazine that addresses issues of interest to significant segments of the Bar. We aim to publish a magazine that is read, quoted and retained. The Bar Journal encourages the free expression of ideas by Rhode Island Bar members. The Bar Journal assumes no responsibility for opinions, statements and facts in signed articles, except to the extent that, by publication, the subject matter merits attention. The opinions expressed in editorials represent the views of at least two-thirds of the Editorial Board, and they are not the official view of the Rhode Island Bar Association. Letters to the Editors are welcome.

Article Selection Criteria
• The Rhode Island Bar Journal gives primary preference to original articles, written expressly for first publication in the Bar Journal, by members of the Rhode Island Bar Association. The Bar Journal does not accept unsolicited articles from individuals who are not members of the Rhode Island Bar Association. Articles previously appearing in other publications are not accepted.
• All submitted articles are subject to the Journal’s editors’ approval, and they reserve the right to edit or reject any articles and article titles submitted for publication.
• Selection for publication is based on the article’s relevance to our readers, determined by content and timeliness. Articles appealing to the widest range of interests are particularly appreciated. However, commentaries dealing with more specific areas of law are given equally serious consideration.
• Preferred format includes: a clearly presented statement of purpose and/or thesis in the introduction; supporting evidence or arguments in the body; and a summary conclusion.
• Citations conform to the Uniform System of Citation
• Maximum article size is approximately 3,500 words. However, shorter articles are preferred.
• While authors may be asked to edit articles themselves, the editors reserve the right to edit pieces for legal size, presentation and grammar.
• Articles are accepted for review on a rolling basis. Meeting the criteria noted above does not guarantee publication. Articles are selected and published at the discretion of the editors.
• Submissions are preferred in a Microsoft Word format emailed as an attachment or on disc. Hard copy is acceptable, but not recommended.
• Authors are asked to include an identification of their current legal position and a photograph (headshot) preferably in a jpg file of, at least, 350 d.p.i., with their article submission.

Direct inquiries and send articles and author’s photographs for publication consideration to: Rhode Island Bar Journal Editor Frederick D. Massie email: fmassie@ribar.com telephone: 401-421-5740 Material published in the Rhode Island Bar Journal remains the property of the Journal, and the author consents to the rights of the Rhode Island Bar Journal to copyright the work.
For those entitled to large personal injury awards, settlements or proceeds from other legal claims, payment made directly to the claimant can be problematic when the claimant is already receiving certain needs-based public benefits such as Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or Medicaid. Where a person is already receiving these public benefits prior to the claim, or where he or she may become eligible for such public benefits as a result of their personal injury or other claim, outright payment of any substantial amount of money generally puts them over these programs’ financial eligibility limits. As a result of ineligibility for these programs, the person’s personal injury award or settlement may be quickly diminished by the high cost of his or her ongoing health care and other needs.

Fortunately, federal law provides practitioners with a means to preserve the person’s personal injury award, while at the same time keeping the person eligible for public benefits programs. The way to accomplish this having-your-cake-and-eating-it-too scenario is by placing the personal injury proceeds in a properly created and carefully drafted special needs trust.

Properly Created and Carefully Drafted
D4A or First Party Special Needs Trusts serve to hold assets that already belong to the disabled individual, such as personal bank accounts or personal injury awards. A second kind of special needs trust, referred to as a Third Party Trust, serves to hold assets contributed to or for the benefit of the disabled individual by his or her parents, relatives, or other third party sources.

The distinction between First Party and Third Party Special Needs Trusts is an important one. The federal statute mentioned above, as well as Rhode Island’s adopted provision of it, mandates that a First Party Special Needs Trust must meet the following requirements:

1) It may only be established for a disabled person 65 years of age or younger;
2) It may only be established by a parent, grandparent, legal guardian or court order;
3) It must name the state as a remainder beneficiary upon the disabled beneficiary’s death, up to the amount of funds expended by the state on behalf of the disabled beneficiary.

Thus, to protect a disabled person’s personal injury award, the trust that receives the proceeds must meet these conditions. Many times, the second requirement proves the biggest obstacle to successful special needs trust planning. Fortunately, federal law provides practitioners with a means to preserve the person’s personal injury award, while at the same time keeping the person eligible for public benefits programs.

Normally, programs like Medicaid and SSI are unavailable to people with anything more than modest assets. For example, in Rhode Island, someone with more than $4,000 in countable assets is excluded from receipt of Medicaid funds. By law, certain assets are deemed non-countable or exempt from that tally, such as a person’s primary residence and an automobile. However, even a small bank account eclipsing this $4,000 threshold would cause the person to be ineligible for Medicaid benefits, even if it is held by virtually any type of trust other than a special needs trust.

The special needs trust exception to the rule is contained in 42 U.S.C. 1396(p)(d)(4)(a) and codified by the Rhode Island Department of Health and Human Services Regulation 0356.50.20. This type of exempt special needs trust is commonly referred to as a D4A Special Needs Trust (referring to the statute authorizing it), or a First Party Special Needs Trust. These two terms are interchangeable.

Involving Special Needs Planning Attorney in the Litigation
Perhaps the easiest and most efficient means to create the First Party Trust is to collaborate with a qualified special needs planning attorney.
Founded in 1958, the Rhode Island Bar Foundation is the non-profit philanthropic arm of the state’s legal profession. Its mission is to foster and maintain the honor and integrity of the legal profession and to study, improve and facilitate the administration of justice. The Foundation receives support from members of the Bar, other foundations, and from honorary and memorial contributions.

Today, more than ever, the Foundation faces great challenges in funding its good works, particularly those that help low-income and disadvantaged people achieve justice. Given this, the Foundation needs your support and invites you to complete and mail this form, with your contribution to the Rhode Island Bar Foundation.

**Help Our Bar Foundation**

**Help Others**

**RHODE ISLAND BAR FOUNDATION GIFT**

PLEASE PRINT

My enclosed gift in the amount of $________________________

Please accept this gift in my name

or

In Memory of ________________________________

or

In Honor of ________________________________

Your Name(s) ____________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

City/State/Zip ____________________________________________

Phone (in case of questions) ________________________________

Email: ________________________________________________

Please mail this form and your contribution to:

Rhode Island Bar Foundation

115 Cedar Street

Providence, RI 02903

Questions? Please contact Virginia Caldwell at 421-6541

or gcaldwell@ribar.com

during the actual litigation phase. While the civil action remains open, a plaintiff’s attorney can petition the court for the creation and funding of the First Party Special Needs Trust, which can then receive the settlement proceeds or award directly. This advance work avoids the subsequent need to re-initiate court action to fund the trust. More importantly, the court sanctioned process avoids the result that the disabled person will be deemed the holder of the award which result would put the person over their allowable resource limit and his or her benefits would be lost.

**Avoid Commingling of Personal Injury Award Proceeds and Third Party Funds**

Because funds held by a First Party Trust are subject to state payback upon the beneficiary’s death, it is important not to fund the First Party Trust with assets that would not otherwise be subject to the payback to the state. When parents or other relatives desire to leave the disabled person an inheritance, or to make a gift to the disabled person, the First Party Trust should not be named as the beneficiary of the inheritance.

For inheritance and other such third party funds, a Third Party Trust would be the appropriate beneficiary. Upon the disabled beneficiary’s death, the Third Party Trust may pay the remaining trust funds to private, non-state beneficiaries, since Third Party Trusts are not subject to the same, stricter standards set forth in the Federal and State Medicaid regulations.
The Rhode Island Legislature passed a new estate tax law in June of 2014 which effectively raised the Rhode Island estate tax exemption to $1,500,000 and also eliminated the cliff tax in the prior law. The effect of this new law for Rhode Island residents is that now spouses and domestic partners, with a collective net taxable estate of $3,000,000 or less, with proper estate planning, can fully eliminate the estate tax on these assets. This is a major change in Rhode Island law and significantly different from the prior estate tax law with a 2014 exemption of $921,655, or $1,843,310 per couple.

I) Analysis of the New Estate Tax Law

The new estate tax law, as set forth in R.I. Gen. Laws 1956, § 44-22-1.1 is as follows:

For decedents whose death occurs on or after January 1, 2015, a tax is imposed on the transfer of the net estate of every resident or nonresident decedent as a tax upon the right to transfer. The tax is a sum equal to the maximum credit for state death taxes allowed by 26 U.S.C. Section 2011, as it was in effect as of January 1, 2001; provided, however, that a Rhode Island credit shall be allowed against any tax so determined in the amount of sixty-four thousand four hundred ($64,400). Any scheduled increase in the unified credit provided in 26 U.S.C. Section 2010 in effect on January 1, 2003, or thereafter, shall not apply; provided, further, beginning on January 1, 2016 and each January 1 thereafter, said Rhode Island credit amount under this section shall be adjusted by the percentage of increase in the Consumer Price Index for all Urban Consumers (CPI-U) as published by the United States Department of Labor and Statistics determined as of September 30 of the prior calendar year; said adjustment shall be compounded annually and shall be rounded up to the nearest five dollar ($5.00) increment.

The cliff tax that existed under the previous Rhode Island law essentially removed the estate tax exemption in the tax calculation, once the value of the taxable estate exceeded the decedent’s exemption for the year of death. The following is an example of the effect of the removal of the cliff tax for estates of persons passing away in 2014 versus 2015:

### 2014 Rhode Island Estate Tax Return

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table B Calculation: In Form RI-100A Rhode Island Estate Tax Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,500,000 Net Taxable Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 60,000 Standard Tax Deduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,440,000 Taxable Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$64,400 Estate Tax Due to the State of Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2015 Rhode Island Estate Tax Return

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table B Calculation: In Form RI-100A Rhode Island Estate Tax Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,500,000 Net Taxable Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 60,000 Standard Exemption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,440,000 Taxable Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$64,400 Estate Tax Due Before Credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 64,400 RI Estate Tax Credit ($1,500,000 exemption)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0 Estate Tax Due to the State of Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To take full advantage of this change in the law, spouses and domestic partners should implement a revocable trust in each of their estate plans allowing the survivor to benefit from those trust assets upon their passing. The basic design of the plan is to have the first-to-die person’s assets, valuing no more than $1,500,000, pass to that revocable trust for the benefit of the survivor’s lifetime. With proper drafting and administration of the trust, upon the death of the second person, the assets held in the trust will pass estate-tax-free to the remainder beneficiaries, typically the children of the decedent.

While at times this standard style of estate planning can be executed in a text book format, today, the bulk of most people’s assets are tax deferred retirement investments. These assets require a more complex estate plan and addi-
Additional planning tools to help eliminate or reduce the estate tax. Additionally, Rhode Island estate tax law reflects a Consumer Price Index adjustment. Therefore, the exemption amount will rise slowly to keep pace with inflation, allowing individuals to shelter more of their estate assets as those assets increase in value.

II) Financial Impact on the State of Rhode Island’s Estate Tax Revenue

Estate Tax Revenue and Returns

TAXABLE ESTATES – FISCAL YEAR 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAXABLE ESTATE VALUE</th>
<th>NUMBER OF ESTATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$892,866 - $1 million</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 million - $1.5 million</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.5 million - $2 million</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over $2 million</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Taxable Estates</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REVENUE COLLECTED – FISCAL YEAR 2012

| Lien Discharge | $211,700.00 |
| Taxable Estates Closed | $26,260,068.47 |
| Interest/Penalty | $502,799.35 |
| Estimated Payments | $5,162,011.55 |
| Total Revenue | $32,136,579.55 |

TAXABLE ESTATES – FISCAL YEAR 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAXABLE ESTATE VALUE</th>
<th>NUMBER OF ESTATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$910,656 - $1 million</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 million - $1.5 million</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.5 million - $2 million</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over $2 million</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Taxable Estates</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REVENUE COLLECTED – FISCAL YEAR 2013

| Lien Discharge | $202,700.00 |
| Taxable Estates Closed | $14,551,225.36 |
| Interest/Penalty | $258,930.70 |
| Estimated Payments | $16,131,538.35 |
| Total Revenue | $31,144,394.41 |

TOTAL REVENUE FOR TAXABLE ESTATES OF $1.5 MILLION OR LESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FISCAL YEAR</th>
<th>NUMBER OF ESTATES CLOSED</th>
<th>TAX PAID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>$4,198,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>$3,777,466.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7,975,466.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mediation

FAMILY DISPUTES  
DIVORCE AND SEPARATION  
DOMESTIC MATTERS

Gain a new perspective on divorce and family disputes. Mediation is a cost and time efficient way to resolve domestic relations matters. A fulfilling advantage to the personal resolution of your dispute.

Dadriana A. Lepore, Esq.  
LL.M., Alternative Dispute Resolution  
Benjamin Cardozo School of Law  
DLEPORE@COIALEPORE.COM
The above figures indicate that approximately 55% of the taxable estates filed in 2012 and 2013 were at or below $1,500,000, and the associated estate tax revenue generated by these estates was an average of just under $4,000,000 per year. This change in the law is a positive change for Rhode Island taxpayers and, hopefully, will influence a sufficient number of Rhode Islanders to maintain their residency in Rhode Island and not move to a state with no estate tax impact such as Florida.

ENDNOTES

1 Information provided by the Rhode Island Division of Taxation.
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Our Experienced Partners Have Expertise in the Following Areas:

- Business Valuations
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- Mediation
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Attorney Referrals Welcome

WWW.M-N-LAW.COM
Build Your Client Base Through the Bar’s Lawyer Referral Service!

Membership in the Rhode Island Bar Association’s Lawyer Referral Service (LRS) is a proven means to increase your client base and visibility within the community while expanding public access to legal representation. Optional special LRS projects include: Ask A Lawyer providing live, television studio lawyer panels in partnership with Channel 10; Senior Citizen Center Legal Clinics throughout the year and the state, Reduced Fee Program offered to qualifying clients; and the Arts Panel for local artists’ legal needs. All LRS programs offer unique opportunities for increasing your business while you provide an important public service to your community.

Applications and more detailed program information and qualifications may be found on our website www.ribar.com in the Members Only section. You may also request information by contacting Public Services Director Susan Fontaine at 401-421-7799 or email sfontaine@ribar.com.

Attorney and LRS member Joshua R. Karns and the Karns Law Group, received a case through LRS that resulted in a successful and substantial judgment for their client. According to Joshua, The Bar’s Lawyer Referral Service has certainly broadened my caseload, and I know LRS gives the public a reliable and trustworthy source to find lawyers for their particular problem.

Contact Me for a Comparative Market Analysis

Marie Theriault, Esquire Broker Associate

- Sale of Real Estate in Probate & Divorce
- Competitive Commission Structure
- Over 20 years legal experience

RE/MAX Flagship
Cell 401.447.4148
MarieT@rihomesearch.com
140 Pt. Judith Rd., Ste. 23
Narragansett, RI 02882
Office 401.789.2255
www.MarieTheriault.com
You may view my profile on LinkedIn

Want a qualified, expert business valuation? Count on us.

PICCERELLI, GILSTEIN & COMPANY, LLP
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants

William J. Piccerelli, CPA, CVA • John M. Mathias, CPA, CVA • Kevin Papa, CPA, CVA
144 Westminster Street, Providence, RI 02903 • 401-831-0200 • pgco.com

WARWICK LAW OFFICE

- One or two large rooms in law office available.
- Located in an attractive, professional office park on Centerville Road, Warwick.
- First floor with ample, at-door parking.
- Minutes from Route 95 and Kent County Courthouse.
- Shared client waiting area and conference room.
- Secretarial station and utilities included in reasonable rent.

Telephone: (401) 323-9317
To fully understand the existing regulatory variations, one must first appreciate the role the federal government has played in the medical marijuana industry and how the DOJ has influenced state regulators.

In 2006, the Edward O. Hawkins and Thomas C. Slater Medical Marijuana Act became law, making Rhode Island the tenth state to legalize medical marijuana in some capacity. Since then, there has been a significant increase in the number of states legalizing the sale and use of medical marijuana through legislation or some form of ballot initiative. Currently, twenty-three states permit the sale and use of medical marijuana for either medical or recreational use. Oregon’s, Washington D.C.’s and Alaska’s ballot measures were passed by voters. Florida’s measure was just two percentage points short of reaching the requisite 60% approval needed for passage of a state constitution amendment. Additionally, the federal government took an enormous step in this same direction with the passage of the latest Continuing Appropriations Act, signed into law by President Obama on December 16, 2014. That act prohibits the United States Department of Justice (DOJ) from using funds to prevent states from implementing their own laws authorizing “the use, distribution, possession, or cultivation of medical marijuana.”

This increase in legalization has created enormous business opportunities for entrepreneurs seeking to capitalize on the newly-established legal marijuana market by opening cultivation and dispensary operations to grow and sell cannabis. In addition to the burgeoning market for cultivation and retail sale of cannabis itself, the legalization of medical marijuana has fueled the growth of many ancillary businesses supporting the marijuana industry, including: facility security and armed or protected transportation services; financing; laboratory product testing; software systems for inventory recordkeeping and seed-to-sale tracking of product; and manufacturing of cultivation supplies (such as lamps, air exchange systems, and oil extractors), drug delivery devices, and secure packaging.

However, the growth of these ancillary businesses is not fueled just by legalization of medical marijuana in and of itself. Instead, much of this growth is the result of statutory and regulatory requirements placed on the medical marijuana industry to ensure safety of patients and staff and to protect against product diversion into the black market. On a related note, enabling statutes and regulations can, in some cases, create enormous barriers to entry into the medical marijuana business due to compliance costs.

These regulations vary greatly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, ranging from the largely unregulated states, where there are few restrictions on the growing and selling of medical marijuana, to the hyper-regulated states where the costs required to operate in full compliance with state regulations prevent many from entering the market. This article explores the regulatory landscape of the medical marijuana industry in Rhode Island and nearby Massachusetts, as well as Illinois, a relative new-comer to the medical cannabis arena. However, to fully understand the existing regulatory variations, one must first appreciate the role the federal government has played in the medical marijuana industry and how the DOJ has influenced state regulators.

**Federal Influence on States**

Despite the recent trend toward legalization of medical marijuana, and the new prohibition on the use of DOJ funds to prevent states from implementing medical marijuana laws, marijuana still remains a Schedule I controlled substance under the federal Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. § 801 et seq. (CSA). Thus, under Section 841 of the CSA, it is unlawful “to manufacture, distribute, or dispense, or possess with intent to manufacture, distribute, or dispense” marijuana.

With cultivation, dispensing and possession of marijuana becoming legal in so many states, yet remaining unlawful under the CSA, it became unclear to federal law enforcement officials and prosecutors how, and even whether, they should proceed with enforcement of the CSA in states with legalized marijuana. Thus, the DOJ provided guidance regarding enforcement, investigation and prosecution of marijuana-related offenses through the issuance of a sequence of memoranda aimed at articulating the DOJ’s
SOLACE, an acronym for Support of Lawyers, All Concern Encouraged, is a new Rhode Island Bar Association program allowing Bar members to reach out, in a meaningful and compassionate way, to their colleagues. SOLACE communications are through voluntary participation in an email-based network through which Bar members may ask for help, or volunteer to assist others, with medical or other matters.

Issues addressed through SOLACE may range from a need for information about, and assistance with, major medical problems, to recovery from an office fire and from the need for temporary professional space, to help for an out-of-state family member.

The program is quite simple, but the effects are significant. Bar members notify the Bar Association when they need help, or learn of another Bar member with a need, or if they have something to share or donate. Requests for, or offers of, help are screened and then directed through the SOLACE volunteer email network where members may then respond. On a related note, members using SOLACE may request, and be assured of, anonymity for any requests for, or offers of, help.

To sign-up for SOLACE, please go to the Bar’s website at www.ribar.com, login to the Members Only section, scroll down the menu, click on the SOLACE Program Sign-Up, and follow the prompts. Signing up includes your name and email address on the Bar’s SOLACE network. As our network grows, there will be increased opportunities to help and be helped by your colleagues. And, the SOLACE email list also keeps you informed of what Rhode Island Bar Association members are doing for each other in times of need. These communications provide a reminder that if you have a need, help is only an email away. If you need help, or know another Bar member who does, please contact Executive Director Helen McDonald at hmcdonald@ribar.com or 401.421.5740.

Confidential and free help, information, assessment and referral for personal challenges are available now for Rhode Island Bar Association members and their families. This no-cost assistance is available through the Bar’s contract with Coastline Employee Assistance Program (EAP) and through the members of the Bar Association’s Lawyers Helping Lawyers (LHL) Committee. To discuss your concerns, or those you may have about a colleague, you may contact a LHL member, or go directly to professionals at Coastline EAP who provide confidential consultation for a wide range of personal concerns including but not limited to: balancing work and family, depression, anxiety, domestic violence, childcare, eldercare, grief, career satisfaction, alcohol and substance abuse, and problem gambling.

When contacting Coastline EAP, please identify yourself as a Rhode Island Bar Association member or family member. A Coastline EAP Consultant will briefly discuss your concerns to determine if your situation needs immediate attention. If not, initial appointments are made within 24 to 48 hours at a location convenient to you. Or, visit our website at www.coastlineeap.com (company name login is “RIBAR”). Please contact Coastline EAP by telephone: 401-732-9444 or toll-free: 1-800-445-1195.

Lawyers Helping Lawyers Committee members choose this volunteer assignment because they understand the issues and want to help you find answers and appropriate courses of action. Committee members listen to your concerns, share their experiences, offer advice and support, and keep all information completely confidential.

Please contact us for strictly confidential, free, peer and professional assistance with any personal challenges.
enforcement priorities. The guidance set forth in these memoranda influenced state regulators to draft regulations avoiding federal interference with the newly-legalized marijuana industry in their states. Despite the fact that the DOJ is now prohibited from using funds to prevent states from implementing their own medical marijuana laws, the regulations issued to comply with the DOJ memoranda remain in full force and effect.

The first of the DOJ memoranda (the Ogden Memo) was issued on October 19, 2009 by Deputy Attorney General David W. Ogden. Although the Ogden Memo made clear the DOJ “[w]as committed to the enforcement of the Controlled Substances Act in all States,” it went on to explain that, to make “efficient and rational use of its limited investigative and prosecutorial resources,” the DOJ needed to establish priorities for its use of those limited resources. The Ogden Memo stated that the DOJ should focus its efforts on “commercial enterprises that unlawfully market and sell marijuana for profit” and not “on individuals whose actions are in clear and unambiguous compliance with existing state laws providing for the medical use of marijuana,” such as those “with cancer or other serious illnesses who use marijuana as part of a recommended treatment regimen…, or those caregivers…who provide such individuals with marijuana.”

The Ogden Memo set forth the DOJ’s investigative and prosecutorial priorities by delineating several factors to be used by United States Attorneys and law enforcement officials. The Ogden Memo instructed that efforts should focus on: preventing marijuana-related activities involving unlawful possession or use of firearms; violence; sales to minors; activities inconsistent with state or local laws; illegal possession or sale of other controlled substances; or activities with ties to other criminal enterprises. Thus, the Ogden Memo appeared as an indication to those in the medical marijuana business that, if they operated within the parameters established by their respective states, then the long-arm of the law would not be inclined to reach into their operations.

However, on June 29, 2011, Deputy Attorney General James M. Cole issued another memorandum (the First Cole Memo) clarifying the policy announced almost two years earlier in the Ogden Memo. The First Cole Memo made clear
that when the Ogden Memo spoke of focusing efforts away from “caregivers” it was describing “individuals providing care to individuals with cancer or other serious illnesses, not commercial operations cultivating, selling or distributing marijuana.” Thus, under the First Cole Memo, anyone “in the business of cultivating, selling or distributing marijuana, and those who knowingly facilitate[d] such activities,” was subject to full federal investigation and prosecution “regardless of state law.”

Despite the somewhat harsh language of the First Cole Memo, the DOJ reversed course two years later, when Cole issued another memorandum (the Second Cole Memo). This time, the DOJ declared it would defer to state and local agencies to enforce marijuana-related offenses and would only focus its efforts on preventing certain harms similar to those described in the Ogden Memo.

The Second Cole Memo noted the guidance provided therein was made under the expectation that states with legalized marijuana-related conduct “will implement strong and effective regulatory and enforcement systems that will address the threat those state laws could pose to public safety, public health, and other law enforcement interests.” The Second Cole Memo emphasized a state regulatory system “must not only contain robust controls and procedures on paper; it must also be effective in practice.” Thus, where such robust regulatory schemes exist, it is state enforcement of those regulations that should be used to address marijuana-related activity, not DOJ enforcement of federal law.

Nonetheless, the Second Cole Memo did caution, “[i]f state enforcement efforts are not sufficiently robust to protect against the harms set forth above, the federal government may seek to challenge the regulatory structure itself in addition to continuing to bring individual enforcement actions, including criminal prosecution.” Thus, from the standpoint of those in the marijuana business, compliance with a robust state regulatory scheme provided the best chance of avoiding investigation and prosecution for marijuana-related activities under federal law. Furthermore, the Second Cole
Memo sent a strong message to state regulators that their regulatory schemes and enforcement efforts with regard to marijuana should be both strong and effective to ensure protection from federal interference. As a result, the trend is an increase in regulation across the country, with some of the most stringent and demanding regulatory regimes appearing in states that legalized marijuana after the Second Cole Memo was issued.

Rhode Island’s Regulatory Landscape

Rhode Island’s Medical Marijuana Act (Act) and its promulgated regulations were originally passed several years before the DOJ memoranda were issued. Thus, state regulators did not have the benefit of the guidance those memoranda provided. Nonetheless, the regulatory scheme in Rhode Island has become more robust in recent years as the regulations were revised to include rules for larger-scale cultivation and dispensing operations, as well as stricter protocols for individual providers.

The Act establishes a somewhat unique structure whereby cannabis may be grown and sold both on an individual level by patients and caregivers and on a large-scale by entities called compassion centers. The cultivation and sale of marijuana by patients and individual caregivers remains largely unregulated by the state. However, the regulations over compassion centers are much more stringent.

Although individual patients and caregivers are under less scrutiny, they still must operate within the parameters of the Act and its regulations by, first and foremost, being approved by the Rhode Island Department of Health (DOH). For patients, this requires a declaration by a physician, licensed in Rhode Island, Massachusetts, or Connecticut with whom the patient has a bona fide doctor-patient relationship, that the patient has one of eleven debilitating medical conditions, and that marijuana may alleviate the symptoms of the patient’s condition. Caregivers must also apply for registration with the DOH, and must be at least 21 years old. Both patients and individual caregivers are subject to possession limits. Patients may possess up to 12 mature marijuana plants and two and one-half ounces of usable marijuana. Caregivers are subject to this same limit for each.

continued on page 32
Since 1984, I have been representing people who have been physically and emotionally harmed due to the criminal acts or negligence of others. I have obtained numerous million dollar plus trial verdicts and many more settlements for victims of birth injury, cerebral palsy, medical malpractice, wrongful death, trucking and construction accidents. Counting criminal and civil cases, I have been lead counsel in over 100 jury trial verdicts.

My 12 years of working in 3 different prosecutors’ offices (Manhattan 1982-84; Miami 1984-88, R.I.A.G. 1988-94) has led to my enduring commitment to seek justice.

I welcome your referrals. My case load is exceptionally small.
I do and will continue to personally handle every aspect of your client’s medical malpractice or serious personal injury case from beginning to end.

Board Certified in Civil Trial Advocacy by the National Board of Trial Advocacy*

www.morowitzlaw.com
155 SOUTH MAIN ST, SUITE 304, PROVIDENCE, RI 02903
(401) 274-5556 (401) 273-8543 FAX

I am never too busy to promptly return all phone calls from clients and attorneys.

*The Rhode Island Supreme Court licenses all lawyers in the general practice of law.
The Court does not license or certify any lawyer as an expert or specialist in any particular field of practice.
BOOK REVIEW

Scratched: An Algy Temple Mystery
by J.J. Partridge

It isn’t often a Rhode Island lawyer can review a novel set in Providence, written by another Rhode Island lawyer, which has received national attention. But, reviewing Scratched gave me that opportunity. In fact, Scratched is the third novel in a series set in Providence by Providence business lawyer Jack Partridge. The novels feature Alger “Algy” Temple, General Counsel to Ivy League Carter University, located on Providence’s College Hill. (Even lawyers may be able to figure out just what real life university that could be.) Temple, the scion of a prominent Rhode Island family, lives on his own income, although he does tap family funds in the most recent novel to forestall a pending disaster amidst his fiancé’s family which threatens to erupt just as the wedding approaches.

Temple has his hands full, with a feisty fiancé, who has an even feistier family, which is small potatoes compared with a faculty Senate off on its own too to de-list Columbus Day as a holiday because Columbus was emblematic of imperialism. That, of course, does not go over well with the Rhode Island Italian-American community. But those are hardly problems compared to the university’s Italian Studies Institute, the mysterious death (suicide or murder?) of its Director Emeritus, the questionable conduct of its current director, and sinister ties to a deadly Italian crime syndicate. There is also an important trip to Italy’s boot to gather further information on the deadly crime syndicate, by interviewing connected individuals. Throw in a high stakes pool tournament in Providence, and the involvement of local Rhode Island gangsters, and you have more than a full plate for the average university general counsel. Did I mention Algy is also a pool tournament commissioner, best friend of the Mayor, best enemy of the Mayor’s brother, and butts heads with the local gangsters, including his abduction in a car’s trunk and a sojourn at the Central Landfill? Also, his childhood friend is not only in the pool tournament, but he has everything to win, and everything to lose, including more of Temple’s family money.

A novel needs a good story, and there are more than enough good stories to go around in Partridge’s third novel. But, a good novelist needs more than a good story. A good novelist also needs a good ear and a good eye. I still remember, more than forty years later, reading a foreword by the great novelist and short-story writer John O’Hara to a collection of his stories, Assembly. In it, he commented on the ear a writer needs. “Today, for instance, I was thinking about dialog, listening to dialog of some characters in my mind’s ear, and I learned for the first time in my life that almost no woman who has gone beyond the eighth grade ever calls a fifty-cent piece a half-dollar.” Now that is an ear for words. And, as for an eye, consider Dashiell Hammett’s opening to The Maltese Falcon: “Samuel Spade’s jaw was long and bony, his chin a jutting v under the more flexible v of his mouth. His nostrils curved back to make another, small v. His yellow-grey eyes were horizontal. The v motif was picked up again by thickish brows rising outward from twin creases above a hooked nose, and his pale brown hair grew down….in a point on his forehead. He looked rather pleasantly like a blond satan.” That is a good eye.

Since this is Partridge’s third novel, it is unfair to compare him with these veterans, for, as O’Hara said, writers learn by doing. That said, there is no question J.J. Partridge has both a good ear and a good eye. Consider these examples. About a private detective, formerly with the State Police, he says: “A conversation with Benno Bacigalupa is like shaving with a dull razor.” Describing the desolate Boot of Italy, where, according to one character, no one goes without a reason, he writes: “Gianosa d’Acri looked like it had been through its share of earthquakes and refused, stubbornly, to fall down, a place where, for some unknown historic reason, generations lived and died perched in tiers of houses above a dry rocky valley.” And, as one of the characters muttered seeing the landscape, “What do they grow here, stones?” Writing of his meeting with an Italian banker: “I was greeted by an embodiment of an Italian banker, a man of slight stature in a dark suit that whispered discretion, gleaming shoes, and
whose pale complexion, keen expression, and intelligent eyes reminded me of likenesses captured in museum portraits of sixteenth century cardinals.” Describing a hobo who witnessed the last minutes of life of the Institute’s Director Emeritus: “He lowered himself, arthritically, into a facing beach chair while Ray butted up against the desk. ‘So, wha’ ya wanna know?’ Joe asked warily. “I didn’t do no’hin’. ” His th’s, and g’s were lost in his lack of front teeth.”

*Scratched* is a good story, intelligently written. And, although Partridge is writing about something we all know, Providence, he sees things we normally don’t see, such as the inside of strip clubs, mafia back rooms, and sleazy pool halls. (Well, ok, perhaps I should only speak for myself.) But, he also sees things we all see, like Waterfire, Federal Hill, and the Providence riverfront, and manages to show these in a new perspective.

*Scratched* is an excellent read, great for the beach or vacation, but why wait that long? Congratulations to Jack Partridge, one of us, for demonstrating that at least some good lawyers can do something other than be good lawyers, such as being a good novelist.
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Volunteers Serving Rhode Islanders’ Legal Needs

The Rhode Island Bar Association applauds the following attorneys for their outstanding pro bono service through the Bar’s Volunteer Lawyer Program, Elderly Pro Bono Program, and the US Armed Forces Legal Services Project during February and March 2015.

FEBRUARY 2015

Volunteer Lawyer Program

Kristy J. Garside, Esq., The Law Offices of Jeremy Howe
W. Kenneth O’Donnell, Esq., D’Agostino & O’Donnell
John M. Roney, Esq., Roney & Labinger LLP
Christopher M. Lefebvre, Esq., Pawtucket Legal Clinic
Dawn Euer, Esq., Newport
Mark B. Laroche, Esq., Providence
Thomas M. Petronio, Esq., Law Offices of Thomas M. Petronio
Thomas B. Orr, Esq., Law Office of Thomas B. Orr
Kevin B. Salvaggio, Esq., Providence
Constant S. Poholek, Jr., Esq., Constant S. Poholek Jr. Law Associates
John R. Bernardo, III, Esq., Law Offices of John Bernardo, III
Robert A. Arabian, Esq., Arabian Law Offices
Robert E. Johnson, Jr., Esq., Providence
Tena K. Kerns, Esq., Law Office of Tena Kathleen Kerns
Eileen C. O’Shaughnessy, Esq., Marinosci Law Group, PC.
Phillip C. Koutsogiane, Esq., Law Offices of Phillip Koutsogiane
William Balkun, Esq., Law Office of William J. Balkun
Neville J. Bedford, Esq., Providence
James P. Creighton, Esq., Johnston
Kyle M. Zambarano, Esq., Adler Pollock & Sheehan PC.
W. Kenneth O’Donnell, Esq., D’Agostino & O’Donnell
Jennifer M. Lalli, Esq., The Law Offices of Jeremy Howe

Elderly Pro Bono Program

Jill S. Votta, Esq., Votta & Votta Law Offices, Ltd.
David J. Strachman, Esq., McIntyre Tate LLP
Thomas B. Orr, Esq., Law Office of Thomas B. Orr
Frank J. Manri, Esq., Johnston
Christopher D. Healey, Esq., Providence
Lillian Magee Lloyd, Esq., Orson & Brusini, Ltd.
James Wilcox Whitney, Esq., Bristol
Eddyte C. Warren, Esq., Law Office of Eddyte C. Warren
Scott P. Tierney, Esq., Law Offices of Scott P. Tierney, Ltd.
Casey J. Lee, Esq., Providence
Vincent J. Montecalvo, Esq., Law Offices of Vincent J. Montecalvo
Matthew C. Rebeer, Esq., Pannone, Lopes, Devereaux & West, LLC
Kathleen G. Di Muro, Esq., Law Office of Kathleen G. Di Muro
Stephanie P. McConkey, Esq., Spinapi Law Associates, Ltd.
David N. Bazar, Esq., Bazar & Grasso, PC.
Arthur D. Parise, Esq., Warwick

US Armed Forces Legal Services Project

Jennifer M. Fournier, Esq., The Law Office of Jennifer M. Fournier
Gerard P. Cobleigh, Esq., Cobleigh & Giacobbe
Regina Schwarzenberg, Esq., Attorney at Law, Newport
Armando E. Bastatini, Esq., Nixon Peabody, LLP

MARCH 2015

Volunteer Lawyer Program

Thomas D. Goldberg, Esq., Goldberg Law Offices
Ralph M. Kinder, Esq., Gilstein, Kinder & Levin, LLP
Steven Cunha, Esq., East Providence
James P. Creighton, Esq., Johnston
Phillip C. Koutsogiane, Esq., Law Offices of Phillip Koutsogiane
Christine DaNave Patterson, Esq., Law Office of Christine D. Patterson
Louis M. Pulner, Esq., Warwick
Richard Howell James, Esq., Law Office of Joseph Lamy
Philip J. Murtha, Esq., Pawtucket
Rui P. Alves, Esq., Barton Gilman LLP
Kristy J. Garside, Esq., The Law Offices of Jeremy Howe
Dianne L. Izzo, Esq., Gorham & Gorham, Inc.
Andrew S. Cormier, Esq., Law Offices of William J. Conley, Jr.
Matthew R. Reilly, Esq., Law Office of George Bauerle
Eileen C. O’Shaughnessy, Esq., Marinosci Law Group, PC.
Amy Manfred, Esq., Amy L. Manfred Attorney At Law

Elderly Pro Bono Program

Karen L. Davidson, Esq., Providence
Elizabeth Peterson Santilli, Esq., Asquith & Mahoney, PC.
Richard K. Foster, Esq., Lincoln
Jane F. Howlett, Esq., Bristol
Michael J. Furtado, Esq., Furtado Legal Services
Arthur G. Capaldi, Esq., Capaldi & Boulanger
Kathleen G. Di Muro, Esq., Law Office of Kathleen G. Di Muro
Katherine A. Merolla, Esq., Merolla, Accetturo, D’Ovidio & Lough
Amy E. Stratton, Esq., Moonan Stratton & Waldman
Cristina M. Offenberg, Esq., Silva, Thomas, Martland & Offenberg
Sonja L. Deyoe, Esq., Law Offices of Sonja L. Deyoe
Gregory P. Sorbello, Esq., Peter M. Iascone & Associates, LTD.

US Armed Forces Legal Services Project

Kristy J. Garside, Esq., The Law Offices of Jeremy Howe
Michael S. Pezzullo, Esq., Warwick
Eric P.H. Hall, Esq., Providence

For information and to join a pro bono program, please contact the Bar’s Public Services Director Susan Fontaine at: sfontaine@ribar.com or 401-421-7758. For your convenience, membership applications may be accessed on the Bar’s website at www.ribar.com and completed online.
Attention Real Estate Attorneys

We are all aware of the upcoming changes to the residential real estate practice, and many fellow attorneys are considering whether or not to implement the costly changes necessary to be in compliance with the new rules. Would you like to continue servicing your real estate clients without having to navigate through the changes? If you are interested in discussing a solution where you can stay involved in the process, or if you are interested in outsourcing some of the work required to prepare for a closing, we can help. We would be happy to help you work on a solution that is customized to your needs.

Call Julie A. Bruno, Esq. or D. Joseph D’Amico, Esq. of D’Amico and Bruno PC
615 Jefferson Boulevard, Suite A204, Warwick, RI  401-921-5200

Leo J. Delisi, Jr., ASA, MCBA, ABAR, CVA
Accredited Senior Appraiser
Master Certified Business Appraiser
Accredited in Business Appraisal Review
Certified Valuation Analyst
Fellow, American College of Forensic Examiners
Valuing Businesses since 1984

www.DelisiAndGhee.com

Roger C. Ross
Blais Cunningham & Crowe Chester, LLP
150 Main Street
Pawtucket RI 02860
TELEPHONE: (401) 723-1122
FAX: (401) 726-6140
EMAIL: rross@blaislaw.com
Robert Mann was born in 1948, in Stuttgart, Germany where his father served as a lawyer to the Army’s Judge Advocate General at Headquarters, Seventh Army. Mr. Mann attended American schools on the Army base. At age 16, upon graduating from Ludwigsburg American High School in 1964, he enrolled at Yale University, where he studied Political Science. Mr. Mann graduated in 1968, obtained a commission in the Army, and served as a Military Intelligence Officer for two years, with nine months in Vietnam. He then returned to Yale for law school, graduating in 1973. Jack Donahue, then Executive Director of Rhode Island Legal Services (RILS), recruited Mr. Mann to work for RILS through the Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) program, a national service program designed to fight poverty. After a year at RILS, Mr. Mann opened his own firm on Wickenden Street. Initially, Mr. Mann handled a variety of legal matters, including civil rights and criminal law, also devoting a considerable portion of time helping Vietnam veterans with legal issues. He jokes the Reagan and Bush years wiped out his civil rights practice and increased his criminal practice, now his specialty. Practicing at Mann & Mitchell, he is considered by many as one of Rhode Island’s premier criminal defense attorneys. We had the opportunity to speak with this forty-two-year veteran of the bar. Excerpts from our conversation follow.

What made you decide to become a lawyer? I think we had the sense back when I was applying for law school, in ’67 or ’68, that the law was this incredibly powerful instrument of change, and we could make things happen. I still think that to some extent, tempered a little bit with time.

Who would you consider your early mentors? John Roney and I were early partners. That meant I got his advice totally for free. You just have to meet John to enjoy being with him. He’s a wonderful lawyer and a wonderful human being. Later on, John Tramonti served as an almost endless source of information. We used to call him the dean of the bar.

Describe some memorable experiences you had as a lawyer. Some of my memorable moments were the sort of stuff that you generally don’t see. It was a day or two before Christmas at the ACI. The guards were being really ridiculously rule-bound. They wouldn’t let a little girl in to see her uncle because, they said, her outfit had too many buckles on it. I just happened to be there, and I called the legal counsel of the Department of Corrections. And, in a gutsy move, she overruled the correctional officers. The whole thing took a few minutes. And it only happened because the Department’s legal counsel was willing to make the call.

I remember the tiny courtroom on the third floor opposite four. It was a homicide case. It was such a small courtroom that the victim’s and the defendant’s families were in close proximity. Both these families had lost sons, and you had the sense there was a connection between the two families. Maybe I read too much into it, but I don’t think I did. Both families were suffering enormous loss and both understood the loss the other family had suffered. Maybe it doesn’t happen in a huge courtroom where people can be separated.

What is the biggest obstacle you have faced in practice? Since I’ve been a lawyer, I’ve watched people’s incarceration sentences increase dramatically. There’s this march toward massive incarceration, and that burden falls disproportionately on minorities and poor people.

To what do you attribute your success as a lawyer? First, I’m lucky, I mean, I love it. I’ve had the chance to work on some really good cases with issues I believe in very strongly.

What would you change, if anything? I wish I spoke Spanish. I wish I had more of a science background, because the law gets more and more scientific. I don’t think it’s so much what I would have done differently, but I wish I could have done more.

What do you think are the challenges for the next generation? My hope is that the number of incarcerated people decreases dramatically, and it’s reasonable to speculate about whether you’ll need as many prosecutors and defense lawyers. That’s not going to happen overnight, but lawyers are going to be competing for a smaller pie with a larger number of people engaged in that competition.

What advice would you give to somebody who is just getting out of law school? My advice is to practice civility. And do something you like. Don’t do something you think you ought to do. Do something you really like.
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<td><strong>Trial Practice</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Changing Science &amp; Technology of DUI Cases</td>
<td>15-01</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Law Practice: The Basics</td>
<td>14-06</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUI Update 2014</td>
<td>14-01</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Accident Reconstruction</td>
<td>13-01</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent Developments in the Law 2014</td>
<td>RD-14</td>
<td>$55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Tissue Injuries Explained</td>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Civil Jury Instructions</td>
<td>03-02</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI Law of Workers’ Compensation</td>
<td>WC-12</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Shipping and Handling Cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication Total</th>
<th>Shipping and Handling Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to $45</td>
<td>$6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$45.01 - $75</td>
<td>$9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75.01 - $100</td>
<td>$12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100.01+</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. All books are sent by FedEx Ground.
RI Bar Association Continuing Legal Education Seminars

Register online at the Bar’s website www.ribar.com and click on CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION on the left side menu or telephone 401-421-5740. All dates and times are subject to change.

| May 6 Wednesday | Food For Thought | Common Law Marriage in Rhode Island | Rhode Island Law Center, Providence | 12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 credit |
| May 7 Thursday | Food For Thought | Passenger Claims & Other Maritime Legal Shoals | Rhode Island Law Center, Providence | 12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 credit |
| May 8 Friday | Food For Thought | Everyday Ethical Issues | Rhode Island Law Center, Providence | 12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 ethics |
| May 13 Wednesday | Food For Thought | Passenger Claims & Other Maritime Legal Shoals | Holiday Inn Express, Middletown | 12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 credit |
| May 19 Tuesday | The Fear Factor – How Good Lawyers | Get Into Bad Ethical Trouble | Crowne Plaza Hotel, Warwick | 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m., 3.0 ethics |
| May 19 Tuesday | Sailing Off Into the Sunset – Succession Strategies to Keep a Closely-held Business From Capsizing | Crowne Plaza Hotel, Warwick | 2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m., 3.0 credits |
| June 2 Tuesday | Food For Thought | Drafting & Enforcing Noncompetes | Phil's Main St. Grille, Wakefield | 12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 credit |

Times and dates subject to change. For updated information go to www.ribar.com

NOTE: You must register on-line for live webcasts.

Rhode Island Bar Association 2015 Annual Meeting

Thursday, June 18th and Friday, June 19th
Rhode Island Convention Center

41 Continuing Legal Education seminars, great keynote and workshop speakers, Bar Awards, many practice-related product and service exhibitors, and the chance to socialize with colleagues, the Bar’s Annual Meeting, traditionally drawing over 1,500 attorneys and judges, is an event to attend and enjoy!

Reminder: Bar members may complete three credits through participation in online CLE seminars. To register for an online seminar, go to the Bar’s website: www.ribar.com and click on CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION on the left side menu.
Lawyers on the Move

Marisa Desautel, Esq. opened the Law Office of Marisa Desautel, LLC, 55 Pine Street, Providence, RI 02903. 401-477-0023 marisa@desautelesq.com www.desautelesq.com

Leah J. Donaldson, Esq. is now a Partner at Schacht & McElroy, 21 Dryden Lane, P.O. Box 6721, Providence, RI 02940-6721. 401-351-4100 Leah@McElroyLawOffice.com www.McElroyLawOffice.com

Stefanie D. Howell, Esq. is now of counsel to Accardo Law Offices, LLP, 311 Angell Street, Providence, RI 02906. 401-421-5100 www.accardolaw.com

Christian R. Jenner, Esq. is now a Senior Associate at Duffy & Sweeney, 1800 Financial Plaza, Providence, RI 02913. 401-455-0700 cjenner@duffysweeney.com

Ericka L. Levesque, Esq. is now a Partner at Accardo Law Offices, LLP, 311 Angell Street, Providence, RI 02906. 401-421-5100 ell@accardolaw.com www.accardolaw.com

Stephen M. Prignano, Esq. is now a Partner at McIntyre Tate LLP, 321 South Main Street, Suite 400, Providence, RI 02903. 401-351-7700 Ext. 227 mp@mtlesq.com www.mtlesq.com
The Rhode Island Heritage Hall of Fame was founded in 1965, and, at its most recent recognition ceremony held in November 2014, eleven individuals from the interwar decades, 1920 and 1940, were inducted into the Hall of Fame. Of those, six were trained in the law. The profiles of these legal luminaries follow.

Governor William S. Flynn (1885-1966) was born in South Providence on August 14, 1885 to a working class Irish family. After graduation from Classical High School, he worked his way through Holy Cross College serving as a purser and ticket agent for a local steamship company operating from Providence harbor near his Rhodes Street home. After college graduation in 1907, William went to Georgetown University Law School, again paying his own way by taking government jobs, and received his degree in 1910.

William began his law practice in Providence in 1911 and immediately secured election as state representative from South Providence. He served from 1912 to 1914 and from 1917 to 1922, rising to the position of Democratic floor leader. In that capacity, he urged amendments to secure such constitutional reforms as the elimination of the discriminatory property tax requirement for voting in city council elections which, in effect, disfranchised the lower economic class from having a say in the composition of the all-powerful city councils of that era.

In the 1922 campaign, he won a hard-fought Democratic nomination for governor, capturing the general election. During his brief tenure, he supported the Democratic Senate filibuster designed to force the Republican Party to grant the constitutional reforms for which he had long campaigned. When that June, 1924 filibuster was broken by the detonation of a bromide gas bomb in the Senate chamber and the Republican senators fled the state for a 6½-month self-imposed exile, Flynn’s turbulent administration was discredited. Though it was subsequently discovered that Republican party bosses commissioned the gassing, the Providence Journal knowingly blamed Flynn and the Democrats because its candidate, Jesse Metcalf, was Flynn’s opponent for U.S. Senator in 1924. This dishonesty cost Flynn the election and he resumed his law practice for the remainder of his career.

In addition to his troubles with the so-called “stink-bomb legislature,” Flynn had to combat the local Klu Klux Klan during this period of extreme nativism. After the KKK held a rally at the Providence Marine Corps of Artillery Armory on Benefit Street, Flynn denounced the gathering and issued an executive order forbidding the group to meet on state property.

During the 1930s and 40s, Flynn held positions on several governmental boards including the chairmanship of the advisory board of the Public Works Administration and the director of the Providence Civilian Defense Council during World War II. He died in Providence on April 6, 1966 at the age of eighty.

Chief Justice Edmund W. Flynn (1890-1957) was the youngest of the brothers from Rhodes Street who made the Flynns the first family of South Providence during the first half of the 20th century. His brother William is the Hall of Fame inductee noted above.

A staunch Democrat, Edmund succeeded William as a reform-oriented state representative from South Providence. With the assistance of William, and Pawtucket mayor Thomas P. McCoy, he was elected Rhode Island Supreme Court Chief Justice in January, 1935 as part of the famous Democratic reorganization of Rhode Island government known as The Bloodless Revolution. At that time, Flynn was the House majority leader, popular and respected on both
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sides of the political aisle. His legislative contacts provided him with the edge over his chief rival for the post, former Providence mayor Joseph H. Gainer, even though Gainer was supported by Governor Theodore Francis Green and Lieutenant Governor Robert Emmet Quinn, the major architect of the Revolution.

Despite the political nature of his election by the newly-ascendant Democratic General Assembly, Flynn's intelligence, knowledge of the law, and leadership skills made him a fine chief justice. He was a legal craftsman who played a major role in preparing two digests of Rhode Island general laws in 1938 and 1956, and he wrote authoritatively on Rhode Island legal history.

Flynn's court image was slightly tarnished in the aftermath of the 1956 gubernatorial election when incumbent Democrat Dennis J. Roberts was out-polled by Republican Christopher Del Sesto in the Eisenhower landslide, only to have the Supreme Court invalidate a number of absentee and shut-in ballots cast prior to election day, thus giving the victory to Roberts. Though legally and technically sound, the Court's decision created a popular backlash resulting in a Del Sesto victory over Roberts in the 1958 election. By that time, however, Edmund Flynn had ceased to preside. He died in office on April 28, 1957 after compiling the longest tenure of any chief justice in Rhode Island history.

Justice Antonio A. Capotosto (1879-1962) was born in the Province of Campobasso, Italy, and, as a young child, came to the United States with his parents. After obtaining his degree from Harvard University Law School in 1904, as its first graduate of Italian birth, he moved to Providence.

Soon after Antonio’s 1905 arrival, he became the first Italian-American to gain admittance to the Rhode Island Bar. He practiced law privately until 1912 and then assumed the position of assistant in the office of the attorney general. This appointment was facilitated not only by
his ability, but also by the fact that Antonio had become a spokesman for the Republican Party among his fellow immigrants. At this time, most Rhode Island Italians were adherents of the GOP.

As a devotee of Italian culture, Capotosto founded the Grand Lodge of the Sons of Italy in 1915, and, in May 1924, the Royal Italian Government conferred him the decoration of Chevalier of the Crown of Italy. Despite this passion for his heritage, Antonio spoke about the harmony between Americanism, Catholicism, and ethnic pride at a time when so-called “hyphenated Americans” were under attack from nativists and the local Ku Klux Klan. At the dedication of the Holy Ghost parish school on Atwells Avenue in 1923, he observed that “the best way to combat and overcome the many isms that are destroying…our faith and our country is a good Christian education.” Foreign language instruction in parochial schools, then under attack in Rhode Island, did not produce divided loyalties, said Capotosto. “I teach [my children] Italian, not because I want to show them any allegiance to Italy, but because I do not want them to forget the home of their forefathers.” He believed there was room for Old World traditions to coexist with New World ways.

In 1922, Capotosto’s legal experience and leadership qualities led to his appointment as a Rhode Island Superior Court Associate Justice. He held that position with such fairness and distinction that when the Democrats staged their Bloodless Revolution in 1933, they elevated Republican Capotosto to the state Supreme Court. This selection was yet another first for Capotosto, as he became the first Italian-American to serve on the highest legal tribunal of any American state.

Despite his judicial role, Capotosto continued his social and cultural activities. In 1932, he became the founding president of the prestigious Aurora Club, a position he held until 1934, and again from 1942 to 1944. He remained culturally active in Rhode Island’s Italian American community until his death on December 3, 1962 at the age of eighty-three.

**Mayor Joseph H. Gainer** (1878-1945), the son of John and Margaret Gainer, was born in Providence on January 18, 1878. His parents, both Irish immigrants, had settled in the city’s North End and operated a grocery store on the corner...
of Branch and Charles Streets. Personal tragedy dogged the family in the early years. Young Gainer lost his father at the age of four, and three of his four brothers and sisters died in infancy. Joseph attended local parochial schools and graduated from LaSalle Academy in 1896. He obtained his bachelor's degree from Holy Cross in 1899 and a law degree from Catholic University in 1902.

Gainer returned to Providence to practice law and developed an early interest in politics.

In 1902, he was elected to the Providence School Committee. Two years later, he was elected a councilman; and, in 1908, was elected alderman in the city's bicameral legislature. He ran for mayor in 1912 against four-term Republican incumbent Henry Fletcher and lost by a razor thin margin of ninety-five votes. In a 1913 rematch, the thirty-four year old Gainer defeated Fletcher by 400 votes.

Gainer, the youngest person then elected to the Providence mayoralty, held his post for fourteen successive years. Although true to his Democratic base, Gainer's tactful demeanor, progressive policy, and leadership ability won over many Republicans, who, in 1918, joined Democrats in unanimously nominating him for reelection.

Gainer's record of achievement is impressive. By December 1913, his strong support for a City Plan Commission became reality. Under his leadership, large-scale public works projects were implemented, most notably the construction of the Scituate Reservoir (begun in 1915) and the expansion of the port with a 3,000-foot municipal wharf (completed in 1916). In addition, City Hall was completely remodeled, a new mall was created to beautify the once barren Exchange Place, several schools were built, including a new Commercial High School (later Central), and playgrounds expanded.

In 1926, Gainer declined to seek re-election as mayor to accept the Democratic nomination for governor in an attempt to unseat the very popular incumbent Republican Aram Pothier. Although carrying Providence by a com-
fortable margin, Gainer lost by more than 16,000 votes and returned to the private practice of law.

Gainer married Christina McPherson of Quincy, Massachusetts on April 22, 1915 and a short time later they moved to Grotto Avenue on the city’s East Side where they raised three children. The former mayor remained very active in his community and served on numerous boards and commissions and as trustee of several banks. He died on December 12, 1945 at the age of sixty-seven and is buried at St. Francis Cemetery, Pawtucket.

Colonel Everitte St. John Chaffee (1880-1971) is credited with developing standards of excellence exemplified by the Rhode Island State Police, and he was that force’s first and founding superintendent. Born in Dutchess County, New York, in 1880, Chaffee graduated from Yale and Harvard Law School. He came to Rhode Island in 1904 and married Carolyn Peck of Barrington in 1911. His new wife was a member of the politically powerful Republican family of state chairman Frederick S. Peck, facilitating his rise to prominence.

Chaffee distinguished himself during World War I as commander of the Rhode Island Battalion on the Mexican border. That battalion went overseas as part of the 26th Yankee Division cited for action near the Chateau Thierry in July 1918. Chaffee received a battlefield promotion to the rank of colonel and was referred to with that rank from then onward.

When the Rhode Island State Police was created in 1925 to deal with matters ranging from increasing automobile traffic to political pandemonium, Chaffee was the choice to lead it due to his military command experience. As its first superintendent, during his tenure, he guided the birth and development of the state police using rigid military type standards for trooper selection. Chaffee actually chose the officers personally, most of whom, like him, had military experience. He established a training camp for them at his twenty-acre summer home in South Kingstown; and he even designed their
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impressive uniforms.

Under Chaffee, many rural areas of the state received modern police services for the first time. The Colonel wrote a brief account of these achievements in a 1953 booklet entitled *The Amateurs*. He passed away on August 9, 1971 at the age of 91.

Colonel Gonzalo Edward “Ned” Buxton, Jr. (1880-1949) was born in Kansas City, Missouri to Dr. G. Edward and Sarah A. Harrington Buxton. When Ned was a teenager, his father moved the family back to his Rhode Island ancestral home. Showing early signs of leadership and intelligence, Ned graduated from Worcester’s Highland Military Academy in 1898 as class valedictorian and then graduated from Brown University in the class of 1902.

Buxton worked as a staff reporter and telegraph operator at the Providence Journal, before entering Harvard Law School. He obtained his law degree in 1906. For the next decade, he combined a military career in the Rhode Island National Guard with work at the Journal where he rose to the position of treasurer and business manager. From 1912 to 1916, he held the rank of major and served as Judge Advocate (JAG) of the Rhode Island National Guard.

When World War I began in August, 1914, Ned became a war correspondent for the Journal, and, when the U.S. entered the war in April 1917, he was commissioned major of infantry and assigned a command in Georgia with the Second Battalion of the First Officers’ Training Camp. In this capacity, he met and mentored the war’s greatest American hero, Medal of Honor recipient Sgt. Alvin York of Tennessee.

Buxton performed his own heroics upon his arrival in Europe in May, 1918 by engaging in such crucial encounters as the Battle of Saint-Mihiel and the Meuse-Argonne Offensive. In these campaigns, he won awards including the Purple Heart and the Distinguished Service Medal.

In the immediate aftermath of war, to establish the American Legion and, with his legal training, chaired the committee that drafted the organization’s constitution. In 1922, following his return to Rhode Island, he was promoted to colonel and commanding officer of the 385th Rhode Island Infantry, 76th division and held this post until his retirement in 1932.

Buxton’s life in the private sector was equally impressive. In 1926, he rose to the presidency of the giant textile firm of BB&R Knight Company which, at one time, had 22 cotton mills under its Fruit of the Loom trademark. He held that post through the 1930s.

After the outbreak of World War II, Buxton was recruited by President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Director William J. Donovan to join a new civilian unit attached to the White House to inform the president concerning all the intelligence activity of the Army, Navy, State Department, and FBI. This unit evolved into the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), forerunner of the CIA. Donovan appointed Colonial Buxton as his first assistant director. After distinguished service with the OSS, Buxton resigned in June, 1945. Many of the critical activities of Buxton (a.k.a. Number 106) remain classified.

Following World War II, Colonel Buxton reentered the business world, heading several boards and companies prior to his death in Providence after a long illness on March 15, 1949 in his sixty-ninth year.
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As Wide As Texas
American Bar Association Delegate Report – Midyear Meeting 2015

Two men are standing on a riverbank in Africa when suddenly they see babies floating downstream. One man frantically starts pulling babies from the water and the other runs away from him. The man rescuing the babies calls out to the other asking why he is leaving when he is needed to help. The man running away answers, “I am running upstream to see who is putting babies in the water.” AFRICAN PARABLE

The American Bar Association (ABA) Mid-year Meeting this past February in Houston, Texas reflected the parable noted above. First, identify the ways we, as lawyers, can make a difference for both our members and the justice system. Second, act on those discoveries. Major resolutions passed by the ABA House of Delegates addressed: the civil justice gap; the future of legal services; the border crossings of unaccompanied minors fleeing violence in Central America; financing a legal education; and serving veterans and their families. Other debated resolutions included the aspects of: criminal law; intellectual property; death penalty due process; disaster preparedness both of Bars and individual lawyers; Stand Your Ground laws; domestic violence; and human trafficking.

A highlight of the meeting was the presentation by the ABA’s Commission on Sexual and Gender Identity, of the prestigious Stonewall Award to Rhode Island Bar member and Past President Lise M. Iwon. It was a proud day for Rhode Island at the ABA, and a time to take stock of Lise’s accomplishments and perseverance in fighting for LGBT community equal rights both in the Rhode Island Bar and in the state legislature.

With over 200 committees, divisions and sections in all areas of practice, the ABA continues as a source of information and guidance. And its member lawyers make a living and a difference in the lives of others and who are committed to advancing the civil and criminal justice systems.

As a member of the ABA Constitution and By Laws Committee appointed by the ABA President, I am honored to serve in revising the ABA’s working mandate. As a member of the Solo, Small Firm and General Practice Division, I contribute to the discussion of how to make it easier for hard working small and solo law firms, whether through the SoloEz listserv for lawyers or other initiatives designed to benefit our profession. As a member of the National Caucus of State Bar Associations, where I served as chairperson, I have worked to develop State Bar initiatives that help law firms and bar associations nationwide. In the Section on Family Law, my colleagues and I are working on new ideas in family law practice such as IVF rules. I also attend the meetings of the ABA Minority Caucus where we work to ensure diversity in our bars and strive to achieve racial and ethnic justice for African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans. The New England Bar Association delegation, of which I am a proud member, makes significant contributions to the regional and national issues of law.

Recently, on our own Rhode Island Bar Association List Serv, which I encourage all members to join, a participant recently asked what discount programs the ABA offers to lawyers. These programs include valuable savings on Ricoh products, Mercedes-Benz autos, Hilton Hotels, Hertz Rentals, UPS products, Paychex, Brooks Brothers, and more. And, as an ABA member who has taken advantage of these benefits, I attest to their value.

Back to the parable. We, as lawyers, can make a difference for positive change for our own lives and the lives of others, both upstream and downstream, as we tackle the problems of our civil justice system which is no small task. Equal justice for all is still the goal and, unfortunately, not often enough the reality.

As always, I welcome your comments and advice on any ABA matters, and I continue to appreciate your support in allowing me to serve our Bar and the ABA.
Medical Marijuana

continued from page 15

patient to whom he or she is connected through the DOH registration, with an overarching limit of 24 mature plants and 5 ounces or usable marijuana, although individual caregivers may assist up to 5 patients.23

Individual caregivers must submit to a national criminal records check including submitting fingerprints to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.24 Applicants are disqualified if they have been convicted of a felony drug offense, or, based on a recent amendment, some other serious crime delineated in the Act.25 Interestingly, principal officers, board members, agents, volunteers and employees of compassion centers must also submit to the same criminal records check, but will only be denied registration for a conviction or plea of *nolo contendere* on a felony drug offense, and not any of the other crimes listed for caregivers.26

Nonetheless, the apparent leniency in the regulations over compassion centers as compared to individual caregivers ends there. The regulations set forth stringent rules for these centers, including the need to operate on a not-for-profit basis and not located within 1,000 feet of the property line of a school.27

The regulations require abundant security measures to prevent loss or diversion of product including: measures to control and light the perimeter of the facility and limit access to storage areas; alarm systems with automatic notification to law enforcement agencies; comprehensive inventory requirements; alarm maintenance and testing; 24-month inventory record retention requirements; and personnel records requirements.28 Compassion centers are also required to notify the DOH and local law enforcement upon the occurrence of certain emergency events, including alarm activation or malfunction, and must follow up with written reports of the events.29 Furthermore, before being licensed, compassion centers are required to develop a manual with numerous procedures and policies for operation of the center, including those for dispensing, recordkeeping, security, crime prevention, and an alcohol and drug free workplace, all reviewed by the DOH when choosing which centers to register.30

The regulations require labeling of all
usable marijuana with a description of the strain, batch and quantity along with a statement that the product is for medical use and not for resale.\textsuperscript{31} Compassion centers are restricted to: possession of 150 marijuana plants, of which no more than 99 may be mature; 1,500 ounces of usable marijuana; and only dispensing 2.5 ounces of usable marijuana to a patient in a 15-day period.\textsuperscript{32} Compassion centers are required to implement employee training programs or hire outside consultants to provide training on professional conduct and ethics, state and federal patient confidentiality laws, medical marijuana developments, proper use of security measures, and emergency preparedness.\textsuperscript{33}

Thus, the Rhode Island regulations appear largely in accord with the DOJ memoranda. For individuals, although the regulations are not burdensome, the restrictions provided in the regulations have increased in recent years, and patients and caregivers under the Act appear to be precisely the individuals the Ogden Memo and First Cole Memo described as people on whom federal resources should not be focused. Regarding compassion centers, the regulatory scheme is fairly robust, despite its adoption prior to the issuance of the Second Cole Memo.\textsuperscript{34} Nonetheless, states that promulgated regulations after the stern warning given in the Second Cole Memo established regulatory regimes creating incredible barriers to entry into the medical marijuana markets in those states. Illinois is a prime example.

**Illinois: A Hyper-Regulated State**

Of the states permitting the use and sale of medical marijuana, Illinois is one of the most heavily regulated. The Illinois agencies tasked with overseeing the medical cannabis program issued 284 pages of regulations governing medical marijuana, all of which were issued after the Second Cole Memo was released.\textsuperscript{35} This is compared to the 25 pages of marijuana regulations promulgated by the Rhode Island DOH.

On a high level, there are a few key differences between the models established in Rhode Island and Illinois. First, vertical integration within the cannabis industry is prohibited in Illinois. Illinois’s medical cannabis act does not permit cultivation of marijuana along with retail sale by the same business. Instead, culti-
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Looking to the regulatory framework in both states, there are some similarities. However, the Illinois regulations set forth many more requirements and restrictions that burden marijuana businesses. One major regulatory difference is the need for laboratory testing of all cannabis. Illinois requires a state-certified laboratory to test cannabis for microbiological contaminants, toxins, pesticide levels, and residual solvents. Any batch not within required levels must be destroyed or used only for extraction of oil, which then must be retested. Due to these cannabis tests, and because the industry is not vertically integrated, any product produced at a cultivation center must be transported to dispensaries, and samples must be delivered to laboratories. Various protocols are set forth for this transportation including maintaining the ability to contact law enforcement during any trip and ensuring all routes to labs and dispensaries are randomized.

During the licensing process, both cultivation centers and dispensaries are required to prove their financial responsibility by maintaining a surety bond or escrow account in the amount of $2 million ($50,000 for dispensaries) and provide proof of liquid assets in the amount of $500,000 ($400,000 for dispensaries) certified by a CPA. Prior to being licensed, cultivation centers and dispensaries must submit engineering plans with precise specifications of the facilities including building materials, locations of entrances, windows, security equipment, loading docks, and a plethora of other details, even down to the location of each toilet.

There are rigorous inventory controls and recordkeeping requirements including conducting comprehensive inventories of all cannabis plants and products maintained at the facilities and products purchased, sold or destroyed, all on a daily basis with additional monthly audits of these records. These inventories must record the quantity, strain, variety and batch number of each product, along with a unique identification number assigned to each package, and the names of the agents of the facilities who delivered and accepted the product.

The requirements include detailed sanitation protocol, with specifics such as the necessity for hand-washing stations and adequate sanitary towel or hand-drying devices. The regulations set forth requirements for the placement of signs in certain areas, which even contain size parameters for both the signs themselves and the font used.

The regulations provide strict security, alarm and surveillance system requirements, including closed circuit television surveillance with detailed technical minimum standards, all of which must be available to state agencies and law enforcement officials via a web-based portal, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Disposal of any cannabis product or any waste from the production of medical cannabis, including any unusable part of the cannabis plant or any recalled or contaminated product, a cultivation center must grind such waste together with other non-cannabis wastes of at least the same
weight of the cannabis waste before disposing of the entire mixture.\textsuperscript{47}

The regulations set forth strict packaging and labeling rules for cultivation centers, requiring child-resistant, light-blocking packages, with affixed labels detailing the registered name of the product, unique serial numbers, amount of cannabis, lab results, a comprehensive list of contents such as cannabinoid compounds, as well as other items.\textsuperscript{48}

These regulations present not only enormous costs of entry into the business, but also an ongoing compliance cost once a license is acquired. It is safe to say those businesses able to comply with these regulations certainly would have been safe from investigation and prosecution by federal authorities, even prior to the latest federal appropriations act, under the policies set forth in the Second Cole Memo, as it is difficult to imagine the DOJ would have expected states to implement a regulatory system more robust than Illinois.

The Massachusetts Model

In 2012, the Massachusetts Legislature passed An Act for the Humanitarian Medical Use of Marijuana. Subsequently, the Massachusetts Department of Public Health issued regulations on implementation of that act on May 8, 2013, just prior to the release of the Second Cole Memo. The model established in Massachusetts is essentially a hybrid of the systems in Rhode Island and Illinois, with more stringent regulations than the former, but without the exhaustive restrictions of the latter.

Massachusetts established a vertically integrated model, whereby cultivation and retail sale are conducted by the same entity. These Registered Marijuana Dispensaries (RMDs) must operate on a not-for-profit basis.\textsuperscript{49} Patients may possess up to 10 ounces of marijuana, unless a physician certifies that a larger amount is needed. However, no home cultivation is permitted except in cases of hardship.\textsuperscript{50} The regulators’ intent was to minimize home cultivation, but not ban it completely in cases of financial need or physical inability to travel to a dispensary.\textsuperscript{51} Thus, Massachusetts has not prohibited home cultivation, as is the case in Illinois, but does not generally allow patients and caregiver to grow marijuana like in Rhode Island.

Certain portions of the Massachusetts regulations resemble the stringent Illinois rules, such as the detailed packaging and labeling requirement, strict sanitization regulations, and the required laboratory testing for contaminants and cannabinoid profiles by an accredited lab.\textsuperscript{52} However, other areas of the regulations are considerably softer than the Illinois rules. For instance, inventory must only be conducted monthly, with comprehensive annual reviews, a middle ground between the Illinois daily inventory requirement in Illinois and Rhode Island’s required two-year comprehensive inventory.\textsuperscript{53} Massachusetts’ security requirements are relatively robust with certain specifics regarding signage and 24-hour surveillance, but without the hyper-technical rules over things such as surveillance resolution and video monitor size.\textsuperscript{54} In Massachusetts, dispensaries may dispose of marijuana waste by first rendering it unusable, however, normal disposal by incineration or transportation to a landfill is permitted so long as two dispensary agents document the event.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, waste disposal regulations find a happy medium between the burdensome Illinois requirements and the complete lack of discussion in Rhode Island, consistent with the overall pattern of the level of regulation in the
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three states. This pattern is illustrative of the nationwide trend of increased regulation due, in part, to the influence on the federal level, from the relative lack of regulation prior to the DOJ memoranda, to the hyper-regulation resulting after the Second Cole Memo.

Conclusion

The future of the medical marijuana industry remains to be seen. However, if the recent pattern continues, new business opportunities could open in other states as more marijuana legislation or referenda are passed. Though, perhaps, the legalization trend will begin to slow as the more progressive states – which constitute the lowest hanging fruit for proponents of legalizing marijuana – pass legalization measures, the remaining, more conservative states may choose not to follow their lead. Nevertheless, it is likely the trend of hyper-regulation will come to an end, because the DOJ memoranda no longer control federal enforcement now that Congress and the President have weighed in and prohibited the use of federal funds to implement the initiative that legalized marijuana possession in the District of Columbia, thereby effectively invalidating the measure. 113 H.R. 83, § 809.
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In Memoriam

Ira Bernard Lukens, Esq.
Ira Bernard Lukens, of Cranston, passed away on March 16, 2015. He leaves behind family and friends and his two cats. He was born June 30, 1951. He grew up in South Orange, NJ, attended Peddie School in Hightstown and Columbia H.S. in Maplewood, NJ. He attended Tufts University and Pratt University where he received a bachelor’s in fine arts. He was an accomplished artist and sculptor. Later in life, he earned a J.D. from Tulane University and had his own law practice and practiced environmental law for New England Gas Co. He enjoyed kayaking, tennis, bicycling, skiing, drawing and sculpture, all types of music and intellectual discussions on any subject.

Raymond W. Noonan, Esq.
Raymond W. Noonan, of Pawtucket, passed away on February 4, 2015. He was the son of the late Raymond F. Noonan and the late Anna W. Noonan of Pawtucket. Mr. Noonan was a graduate of Pawtucket West Senior High School, class of 1971. He received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from Washington & Jefferson College and a Juris Doctor degree from the University of San Diego. Mr. Noonan practiced law in California for many years before relocating to Pawtucket.

Mr. Noonan served two terms on the Pawtucket School Committee from 2009 to 2013. Mr. Noonan is survived by his long time companion, Gail Jenard, his sister Anne Noonan and her husband James Rathmann of Naples Florida, and his brother Edward Noonan and his wife Maryann Johnson of Bethesda, Maryland.

John P. O’Connor, Esq.
John P. O’Connor, 73, passed away on March 22, 2015. He was the husband of Elizabeth Hutkowski O’Connor. A Providence resident most of his life, he was the son of the late Patrick and Bridie McKenna O’Connor. John was the Director of Legislative Counsel for the R.I. State General Assembly. He was previously in private practice. He was a graduate of LaSalle Academy where he was an all-state hockey player and captain of their team. He was a graduate from Bryant College and the New England School of Law. He was a Vietnam War veteran and a long time communicant of St. Joseph Church. Besides his wife he leaves two sons: Sean O’Connor and his wife Marguerite of Wilton, CT; Brendan O’Connor and his wife Julie of New York City; and a brother, Ernest O’Connor of Providence.

Lawyers Helping Lawyers - Mental Health Screenings and Substance Abuse Toolkit

The Rhode Island Bar Association’s Lawyers Helping Lawyers (LHL) Committee wants you to know the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Commission on Lawyer Assistance Programs has produced Substance Abuse Mental Health Tool Kit for Law Students and Those Who Care About Them (http://tinyurl.com/p3tbp3m). There are several other useful resources on this subject, including The Dave Nee Foundation (http://www.daveneefoundation.org), which promoted Law Student Mental Health Day on March 27th and Screening for Mental Health, Inc. (http://helpyourselfhelpothers.org) where anyone can get access to online mental health screenings. If you have any questions concerning any physical or psychological issues concerning you or your family, please see the LHL notice on page 12 of this Bar Journal or go to the Lawyers Helping Lawyers page on the Bar’s website at www.ribar.com.
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